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Abstract: The credit card is the most widely used electronic payment technology for transferring money between two peers. Peerto-peer (P2P) money transfers have moved to the next stage of development with the concept of mobile wallets and mobile
banking and P2P money transfers. The system presents an approach by which one card can communicate with another using
near-field communication (NFC) technology to digitally transfer money from the payer’s bank to the payee’s bank .This will
eliminates the need for physical cash and also serves all types of payment and identity needs. It will be act as cashless card-tocard transactions. Thus, efforts of going to ATM machines is been reduced, which may contribute to the smooth functioning in
market. The information is sent to bank server to complete the transactions, generating a secure payment system. A capacitive
fingerprint sensor helps to increase the security of the card. The module sends an SMS via GSM to the cloud with required
details of the payer. Thus by using cards we can transfer money from one card to another card by keeping our information
preserved along with this the card serves as an virtual identity (ID) card accumulating the information of all types of Identity
cards.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Project Idea
In the recent times there has been a fast progression in digitization of systems where in the mobile technology has created a huge
impact on life. As the wireless payment is an essential part of mobile commerce applications for mobile device users, to build a
secure system has been the subject of discussions [1]. According to the Wireless World Forum, mobile payment on wireless devices
will provide excellent business opportunities in the coming years. By 2005, the leading countries across the world will generate the
largest mobile payment markets because there will be more than 200 million regular mobile users that will spending billion dollars
in total using the new mobile payment system.
The chronology of digital payment system development was from JW model to Samsung Pay[2]. Despite the success of the new
digital P2P payment methods, we believe that, to fully enable this increasing rise of digital wallets, relevant challenges still need to
be addressed.
With the goal of instantly transferring money between two peers, the concept of electronic fund transfer through the Internet
developed also many possible solutions, like wire transfer and ATM networks have been developed to support this goal. Using
crypto currencies like Bitcoin and Lit eco in, one can transfer money to anyone in the world in the blink of an eye. But all this
development didn’t had any central security network monitoring these transaction[4].
As a step in right direction this paper leverages the payment system with a biometric sensors providing full fledged authentication.
Although now we have a number of types of electronic payment solutions for Internet-based applications and commerce, we are still
faced with new issues and challenges in wireless payment because of lack of study and experience in wireless payment.
B. Motivation
1) Emerging payment technologies create both opportunities and challenges for the future.
2) Being a quick and convenient process, contactless payment gained momentum, especially with merchants, with throughput
being the main parameter.
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Fig.1. Relevant mathematics associated with the project
II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVE
A. The aim of the project is to make a Smart NFC card which will help user to make all his/her payment in contact less fashion
using NFC technology.
B. Payee will hold his card above Payer card to make his/her payment.
C. The objective of the project is to achieve a successful authentication of the payer and payee both via the fingerprint sensors.
D. A single card serves for all kinds of payment and identity needs.
E. To create a efficient ,secure ,effortless payment system.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. A Secure Protocol For Exchanging Cards In P2p Trading Card Games Based On Transferable ECash
Trading card games (TCG) differ from traditional card games mainly because the cards employed are not shared among players in a
match. Instead, users play with the cards they own (e.g., purchased or traded with other players), which corresponds to a subset of
all cards produced by the game provider. Even though most computer-based TCGs rely on a trusted thirdparty (TTP) for preventing
cheating during trades, allowing them to securely do so without such entity remains a challenging task. Potential solutions are
related to e-cash protocols, but, unlike the latter, TCGs allow users to play with the cards under their possession, not only to pass
those cards over. In this work, we present the security requirements of TCGs and how they relate to ecash. We then propose a
concrete, TTP-free protocol for anonymously trading cards, using as basis a secure transferable ecash protocol.
B. Enforcing Trust Preferences in Mobile Person-to-Person Payments
The technological advancements in Internet speeds, increased computing power and smart phones have pushed the rise of new
digital methods supporting mobile person-to person (P2P) payments. Despite the growing interest in these new methods, we believe
that, to fully enable this increasing rise of digital wallets, there is the need for tools helping a person in judging the risk of a money
transfer. For this purpose, this paper aims at exploiting social network connections. This is achieved by making payers/payees able
to state their trust preferences with respect to the potential payees/payers. Trust preference evaluation requires to find social
connections between a payer and a payee across, possible, different social network realms. We therefore propose a light
cryptography protocol, specifically targeted to mobile P2P payments, that besides providing good performance, ensures user
information privacy.
C. Thing-to-Thing Electricity Micro Payments Using Blockchain Technology
Thing-to-thing payments are a key enabler in the Internet of Things (IoT) era, to ubiquitously allow for devices to pay each other for
services without any human interaction. Traditional credit card-based systems are not able to handle this new paradigm, however
blockchain technology is a promising payment candidate in this context. The prominent example of blockchain technology is
Bitcoin, with its decentralized structure and ease of account creation. This paper presents a proof-of concept implementation of a
smart cable that connects to a smart socket and without any human interaction pays for electricity. In this paper, we identify several
obstacles for the widespread use of bitcoins in thing-to-thing payments. A critical problem is the high transaction fees in the Bitcoin
network when doing micro transactions. To reduce this impact, we present a single-fee micropayment protocol that aggregates
multiple smaller payments incrementally into one larger transaction needing only one transaction fee. The proof-of concept shows
that trustless, autonomous, and ubiquitous thing-to-thing micro-payments is no longer a future technology.
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IV. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Fig.3. Architecture diagram
A. The Swing-Pay has three role players in the system:
1) The hardware modul
2) The cloud server
3) The bank.
The hardware module communicates with the cloud server, which then communicates with the bank server to make the transaction
happen. Each user will have HW module with his/her unique information. In the Swing-Pay framework, the payee activates his card
using his fingerprint. If the fingerprint is authenticated, then the card is activated. After that, the payer selects the Pay Money mode
and the payee selects the Receive Money mode from the module. Then the payee authenticates himself using the fingerprint sensor
and taps his card with the payer’s card. If the authentication is successful, the unique ID of the payee is transferred to the payer
module by NFC P2P mode. When the payer gets the payee’s unique ID, he then sets the amount to be sent using the capacitive
keyboard. This information will be send to bank server to complete the transaction.
V. CONCLUSION
Our Proposed system is to make a Smart NFC card which will help user to make all his/her payment in contact less fashion using
NFC technology in order to remove all the constraints we faced in the prior traditional payment methodologies. A complete
prototype of all in one digital card used for the payment and identity needs has been discussed.
A capacitive fingerprint sensors have been deployed on the card thus increases the security of the card. Upon successful fingerprint
authentication, the module sends an SMS via GSM to the cloud with the full details of the payer, the payee, and the transacion
amount in a particular format. To receive the SMS and to pass the data to the cloud sever for the transaction to happen an android
application is developed. The proposed digital card may have numerous applications in the near future, including P2P money
transfer, identity card virtualization, POS payments, and conventional debit or credit card information and access control. The
protocol is able to protect information about the relationship type, depth and trust of the discovered paths.
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